
SOLID FOUNDATIONS 

LITHIFY: 
/̍lˈθ̍fˈˈ/ : to change to stone : petrify; especially : to convert (unconsolidated 

sediment) into solid rock. 
intransitive verb: to become changed into stone. 

IT Security: to cut through the mire of conflicting advice and provide a solid 
foundation for business. 
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SECURITY IS OUR SOLE FOCUS 

IT security shouldn't restrict, it should empower:  
By providing a solid foundation, we enable business to be more innovative, more 

creative, more productive.  

Lithify is a specialist security reseller.  We provide complex IT Security solutions 
to the largest companies in the UK and worldwide. Our solutions are market-

leading, delivered by experts with international reputations for excellence in their 
chosen fields. 

We work with our clients on an ongoing basis to ensure that the investment 
made in IT security is utilised to the full and grows as the organisation evolves.  

We work in the most challenging environments to make security work for the 
business it serves.  

Our reputation for troubleshooting and problem resolution is unparalleled.  

Talk to us today about how we can help you reach your goals.  

 AIMS  

• Make organisations much harder to target for 
hackers and other malicious agents 

• Understand the risks and define actions to 
mitigate 

• Provide a framework for  all security decisions 
moving forward 

 



 

OUR APPROACH 
 

Everything we do is lead by consultancy. The solutions we devise and recommend are 
based on sound technical evaluation of your environment and working together 
to understand you, your team and the needs of your enterprise. There is no standard 
approach or a "cookie cutter" tick sheet. Whist we have favoured technologies, no one 
vendor dominates our solution design and we expect each solution to be bespoke. Our 
solutions are requirements based rather than vendor-lead because we will not shoe-horn 
inappropriate technology into your network to hit a 3rd-party metric (e.g. to support a sales 
campaign).  

In any of the project types below, our engagement begins with a consultation, discussion of 
the short and long term aims of your organisation and a proposal on how best to move 



 

Providing competent, pragmatic installation of your chosen solution is 
second nature. Our extensive experience enables us to recommend and 
deploy complex configurations and provide thought leadership throughout 
our engagement 

 

Our successful track record of providing security for cross-platform cloud 
solutions sets us apart from the average provider 

 

Our reputation for providing consultancy on DCS and SCADA networks 
spans the globe  

 

Security strategy is a key part of everything we do. We are confident in 
offering thought leadership as the basis of your long and medium term 
strategy decisions 

 

Complex requirements can be daunting, but this is where our team shine. 
Our breadth of experience means that we have insight which is unavailable 
to a standard contractor. We are often required to provide configuration 
which pushes the boundaries of accepted norms and deliver business 
experience which enables your enterprise to get ahead of your 
competitors 

 

Troubleshooting existing installations is a particular skill and we have an 
enviable track record in succeeding where others have failed. Solving 
existing problems is often  less disruptive than a rip and replace strategy, 
and avoids costly future mistakes 

 

Optimisation is in everything we do. We see too many installations 
performed badly or to base level config only. We ensure that your 
installation  co-exists seamlessly with other network elements, is specific 
to your needs and really sings  

OUR SERVICES 
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